
WARSAW: It’s been a dream of some Polish
leaders for nearly a century: an alliance of
Eastern European countries running from the
Baltic Sea down to the Black Sea that would
keep Russia at bay. Poland’s conservative new
president, Andrzej Duda, who took office two
weeks ago, has already signaled that building
such an alliance under Warsaw’s leadership will
be a priority of his presidency.

That ambition marks perhaps the most sig-
nificant difference between Duda and his rivals
in the centrist government, which for years has
prioritized ties with major ally Germany, France
and the European Union in a bid to become a
significant player in mainstream Europe.

Duda’s vision to create a more united front
in the face of a resurgent Russia is part of a
broader strategy for permanent NATO bases
and soldiers in the region. Pursuing that goal,
however, could strain ties with Germany, which
has refused to allow NATO bases on the
alliance’s Eastern flank as it tries to avoid a fur-
ther escalation of tensions with Moscow.

In a recent interview on state radio, Duda
said his goal is “very simple - to strengthen
Poland’s security, to strengthen the security

guarantees for Central and Eastern Europe in
the situation as it is now.”

Duda can count on the support of the three
small Baltic states and Romania, which are all
deeply fearful of Moscow. However, he can
expect an uphill battle in winning over
Hungary, the Czech Republic and Slovakia,
which have important political and economic
ties with both Germany and Russia that they are
reluctant to jeopardize.

Duda’s predecessor, Bronislaw Komorowski,
and the pro-EU Civic Platform-led government,
which has ruled Poland for eight years, have
also sought a permanent and significant pres-
ence of NATO boots on the ground - but only
won a promise of warehouses with military
equipment. For now, NATO’s presence is limit-
ed to a regional command center in Szczecin, a
city on Poland’s western border with Germany,
and some periodic military exercises.

New strategy
Jedrzej Bielecki, a diplomacy writer for the

Rzeczpospolita daily, said what is new is Duda’s
strategy: The new president will first try to build
a coalition in the region and only then, once

stronger, will he go to Berlin and Washington to
see what he can achieve regarding a stronger
NATO presence.  A summit of the region’s
NATO members is planned for early November,
ahead of an all-NATO summit next year in
Warsaw. “He understands the realities of power
in Europe,” Bielecki told The Associated Press. “It
will be difficult, but it might not be unrealistic.”
After the Ukraine crisis erupted last year, then-
Foreign Minister Radek Sikorski asked NATO for
two heavy combat brigades. But that never
materialized, mainly due to Germany’s insis-
tence that NATO stick to the letter of a 1997
agreement with Russia.

Poland insists, however, that Russia’s annex-
ation of Ukraine’ Crimean Peninsula last year
has invalidated the act. Duda doesn’t have long
to prove himself, given that the NATO summit
in Warsaw next summer will take up the ques-
tion of NATO presence in the region. It could be
the most important political test of his five-year
presidency, Bielecki said.

Most political experts stress that Duda’s
foreign policy will actually be marked by a
much greater degree of continuity than
change. — AP
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PORT-AU-PRINCE:  Legislative elections
will be repeated across nearly a fifth of con-
stituencies in Haiti, where polling turned
deadly, voter turnout reached only 18 per-
cent and just three deputies of 119 were
chosen, authorities said. Haiti’s Provisional
Electoral Council (CEP) made the
announcement at a press briefing at which
it had been expected to reveal results from
the first-round election. Instead, officials
said winners’ names were available on the
CEP website, which went down following
the announcement. They then left under
police escort.

The incidents mark the latest turn in a
long, troubled attempt to stage elections in
the western hemisphere’s poorest country.
Results reported early yesterday had just
three deputies selected in the first round of
voting. Candidates now have a week to dis-
pute the results. National Police forces had
been mobilized amid concern that the CEP’s
results announcement could trigger another
round of violence, and forces from the
MINUSTAH mission of the United Nations
were at the ready.

But no major incidents were reported in
Port-au-Prince or other large cities. The CEP

vowed action would be taken against the
perpetrators of crime and sporadic violence
that killed two people and forced dozens of
voting centers to close during the long-
delayed August 9 elections, Haiti’s first poll
since 2011. Electoral adviser Nehemy Joseph
said political parties that contributed to the
violence would be excluded from the elec-
tion. Already, a total of 16 candidates have
been disqualified ahead of the October 25
second-round vote over their suspected
involvement in the crime and violence.

CEP officials used the press briefing to
announce that Haiti’s first-round election

will be redone across 25 of the country’s 119
constituencies where less than 70 percent of
ballots were sent back to the vote counting
center in Port-au-Prince. In the country’s
most populous department, Ouest-which
includes the capital city-turnout reached
only 10 percent. Across all municipalities,
voter turnout never exceeded 50 percent,
according to the CEP. 

Candidates, voters and journalists had
waited well into the evening for the first-
round results Tuesday, the day the CEP
had said it would release qualifying candi-
dates’ names.— AFP

Legislative elections to be repeated across Haiti

Poland’s new leader seeks 
greater regional unity
Alliance with E European states to keep Russia at bay

‘It’s dirty to kill your 
daddy’ rages Le Pen

PARIS:  A day after being kicked out of the National Front party he co-
founded, French far-right firebrand Jean-Marie Le Pen yesterday accused
his daughter of “dirty” tactics and vowed to “reconquer” the movement. 

Le Pen was stripped of his National Front (FN) membership by the
party’s executive committee on Thursday following a damaging five-
month family feud with his daughter, Marine Le Pen, over a string of
inflammatory comments. He dismissed the hearing as a “mockery” and
an “ambush” and blamed Marine, who took over from him as leader in
2011, of pulling the strings from afar. “She commanded the firing squad
by telephone. She didn’t want to be involved directly because she would
look like a villain,” the 87-year-old told French radio station RTL.

“It’s dirty to kill your own daddy, so she didn’t kill daddy directly, she
did it through her henchman.” The elder Le Pen has been a persistent
thorn in the side of his daughter as she tries to smooth over the overt
racism and xenophobia of the party’s past. The final straw came in April
when he rehashed familiar comments about gas chambers being a
“detail” of history and said France should get along with Russia to save
the “white world”. Marine Le Pen then openly split with her father, saying
he was committing “political suicide”.

But he has refused to go quietly, overturning repeated attempts
to remove him from the party in court. He again said he would
appeal Thursday’s decision.  “I am the National Front,” he told RTL.
“It’s a theoretical expulsion, so of course I will take this to court
which I think will once again condemn Marine Le Pen and the leader-
ship of the National Front.”

‘Reconquer our party’ 
Speaking on another radio station, Europe 1, he ruled out the idea of

starting a new party.  “I call on National Front voters and say ‘Do not
become disunited, stay where you are, don’t quit.’ We aim to reconquer
our party, our movement.” The FN’s executive committee questioned Le
Pen for three hours on Thursday before voting to exclude him.

Marine and her deputy, Florian Philippot, stayed away from the meet-
ing to ensure “total impartiality”, they said. “Jean-Marie Le Pen kicked off
a process of which he knew the outcome by multiplying mistakes over
many weeks, which could only lead to this kind of decision,” Marine said
in a statement after the decision. The former Foreign Legionnaire’s
inflammatory speeches had made him the figurehead of France’s far
right since he co-founded the FN in 1972.— AFP

WARSAW: Polish President-elect, Andrzej Duda at the Pilsudski square on the 71st anniversary of the insur-
gency, in Warsaw, Poland. It’s been a dream of some Polish leaders for nearly a century: an alliance of Eastern
European countries running from the Baltic Sea down to the Black Sea that would keep Russia at bay. — AP

PARIS: A May 1, 2015 file photo shows France’s far-right politi-
cal party Front National (FN) founder and honorary president
Jean-Marie Le Pen gestures on stage as FN’s president Marine
Le Pen looks during the party’s annual rally in honour of
Jeanne d’Arc (Joan of Arc) in Paris.  A day after being kicked
out of the National Front party he co-founded. — AFP


